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PROJECT OVERVIEW
• Project Objectives & Description
• System Technical Overview
• Engineering Process Methodology
• Engineering Test Methodology 
• Engineering Key Work-Products
• Project Key Metrics
• Project Schedule/Key Milestones
• System Demonstration 
• Academic Key Knowledge Acquired/Applied  
• Strategic Value 
• Questions
• Lessons Learned
• Strategic Improvements
• Additional Supporting Information
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES & DESCRIPTION
• Architect, Develop, and Deploy an Assessment System that provides 
Students the capability to view their progress specific to their expected 
outcomes by course goals as measured against the goals set by their 
specific program and the goals for the college.
• Architect, Develop, and Deploy an Assessment System that provides 
Faculty the capability to view one or more Students specific to a program 
and the courses that they instruct.
• Architect, Develop, and Deploy an Assessment System that provides the 
A&S Assessment Coordinator the capability to administer and manage 
the system from a subject matter content perspective. 
Student Assessment System provides Students the capability to enter their 
courses and generate a report that aligns their academic work with the 
general education “core” goals and outcomes. For the first time, students 
are able to easily see how these fundamental skills are embedded into their 
coursework
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SYSTEM TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
• Oracle Application Express (Oracle APEX), formerly called HTML DB, was 
utilized as a Rapid Web Application Development technology that has the 
underlying RDBMS based on Oracle 11g XE.
• Internal Information Technology Infrastructure of the college as supported 
by the Information Systems Department:
• Deploy a VM image with the components:
• Windows Server 2012R2
• 2 CPU’s
• 8GB RAM
• 100GB Drive for OS / 100GB Drive for Application 
Note: Student Assessment System can be scaled upwards if needed in 
terms of technical capabilities such as Memory, Processors, etc…
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ENGINEERING PROCESS METHODOLOGY
• Agile Methodology was used as an alternative to traditional 
project management specific to the design and development 
aspects of this system. The rationale for deploying Agile was 
to respond to unpredictability through incremental, iterative 
work cadences for this project.  
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ENGINEERING TEST METHODOLOGY
• IEEE practices relative to Software Unit Testing, 
and Quality Engineering and Quality Assurance 
Testing Methods and Phases
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ENGINEERING KEY WORK-PRODUCTS
• Requirements Document with Traceability Matrix
• Design Models based on UML that would support our final 
Systems Architecture Model
• Engineering Test Plans
• Release Notes for Transitioning this system to Information 
Systems organization
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PROJECT KEY METRICS
• Project Assigned Tasks per our Project Plan
• Re-work in terms of application code and database 
changes
• Project Meetings
Project Mentor: Nicholas C. Bucciarelli, Ph.D.
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PROJECT SCHEDULE/KEY MILESTONES
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SYSTEM DEMONSTRATION 
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Walk-through of the System functionality based on 
Student and Faculty actors
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ACADEMIC KEY KNOWLEDGE 
ACQUIRED/APPLIED
• Systems and Software Architecture Development and 
supporting frameworks
• Integrated Design and Development through Testing
• Oracle technology integrated platform for RDBMS and 
Application Development
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STRATEGIC VALUE
• Provide the college with the capabilities:
• In-depth Analytics
• Integration to Banner and other SIS systems
• Enterprise-wide based system sharing the resources of the 
college Information Technology framework, for example, 
LDAP, Security, Configuration Management, Systems 
Backup/Restore, Support, etc….
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QUESTIONS
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LESSONS LEARNED
• There is a difference between a Programmer as opposed to a 
Systems/Software Engineer
• Rapid Development methods such as Agile
• Application of industry standard Architecture frameworks 
and best-practices
• Learning APEX, and the underlying Oracle technology stack 
which supports APEX
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STRATEGIC IMPROVEMENTS
• Productionization of the Student Assessment System
• In-depth Analytics
• Integration to Banner and other SIS systems
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ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING INFORMATION
• Materials provided by the professor
• Lectures based on industry experience and similar 
projects
• Work-product templates
• Guidance with APEX
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